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Abstract

We develop a theoretical labour market model with two generations of workers, endoge-

nous social networks of parents and binary schooling choices of children. Since the market

skill premium is unobservable, families rely on noisy wage information obtained from their

social contacts giving rise to heterogeneous expectations across families. If social networks

are subject to skill homophily and high skill parents are a minority, then children in low skill

families are stronger affected by the lack of objective information, their expectations are more

dispersed and they are less likely to study giving rise to a positive intergenerational schooling

correlation. Next, we calibrate the model to the German labour market data (SOEP) and

show that the described mechanism can potentially account for up to 15% of the intergenera-

tional schooling correlation. Moreover, the data strongly supports the idea of skill homophily

in the social networks. Finally, we extend the model to analyze the interaction between the

network effect and the classical ability transmission for intergenerational mobility. We find

that the interaction term is always negative, crowding out the network effect, which may

help to explain small network and neighborhood effects reported in recent empirical work.

Nevertheless, accounting for the network effect improves the fit of the model and helps to

explain an inverse U-shape relationship between the intergeneratioanl schooling correlation

and the share of high skill parents observed in the data.
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1 Introduction

Vast empirical research shows that educational outcomes of parents and children are strongly

correlated1. In the meantime there is consensus in the literature that the intergenerational

transmission of schooling is accounted for by a collection of factors and mechanisms. These

include genetic transmission of cognitive and non-cognitive skills and abilities, wealth inheritance

and financial constraints as well as public policies in the educational system. Nevertheless,

Bowles and Gintis (2002, p 4-5.) conclude that the ”transmission of economic success across

generations remains something of a black box” since existing mechanisms explain ”at most three-

fifths of the intergenerational transmission of economic status”. Thus in this paper we direct

our attention to a novel mechanism and investigate the role of parental social networks for

the expectations and educational attainment of children. Moreover, we calibrate the developed

model to the empirical data for Germany (SOEP), quantify the contribution of this mechanism

and analyze its interaction with other transmission channels.

More specifically, we develop a labour market model with endogenous social networks of

parents. In addition, we incorporate recent evidence summarized in French and Oreopoulos

(2017) that there is a high degree of uncertainty among the youth concerning the gains and

costs of higher education and even the application process itself. So we think of the real return

to schooling/skill premium as unknown to the market participants2. Hence, young individuals in

the model use all available information to obtain an estimate of the return to schooling and use

this estimate to make a decision about acquiring higher education or not. More specifically, we

assume that the offspring generation uses noisy wage observations of social contacts in parental

networks to form their expectations about the market skill premium. In this setting we show

that differences in the composition of social networks across families give rise to heterogeneous

expectations of children and lead to different educational decisions and labour market outcomes.

When modeling the networks of parents we take into account a common empirical fact that

social network formation is subject to skill homophily, meaning that individuals coming from the

same skill group are more likely to form social links (see Montgomery (1991) and McPherson et

al. (2001)). In a labour market with a binary skill structure this leads to a situation when high

skill friends are overrepresented in the social networks of high skill parents, whereas friendship

ties with low skill workers are less common in high skill families. The opposite is true for low skill

parents. However, the situation of children in the two types of families is not symmetric since high

skill workers are a minority and high skill wages tend to be more dispersed than low skill wages.

In this setting we show that social networks of high skill parents are more balanced between the

two skill groups, thus they possess more precise information about the market skill premium.

Intuitively, this means that expectations about the skill premium are less dispersed across high

skill families, and so children in these families are more likely to acquire higher education. This

mechanism gives rise to a positive correlation in the schooling outcomes of parents and children

in isolation from other traditional explanations of intergenerational mobility.

Concerning expectations, we start with a model where wages of parental social contacts are

1We review this literature in the next subsection
2Some justification for this assumption can be found in Card (2001), who presents a summary of 11 studies

estimating the return to schooling. The table shows a large variation in the estimates depending on the time
period, sample restrictions and the estimation techniques. This evidence suggests that even among researchers
there is no consensus about the real value of the market skill premium.
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perfectly observed by the offspring in order to provide the intuition, but we calibrate a modified

model where wage observations in the social networks of parents are subject to an observation

error. The intuitive idea behind this setting is that children obtain an imprecise signal of the

actual labour income of a family friend by observing this friend’s living expenses (e.g. large or

small house, luxus or simple furniture, expensive or cheap car etc.). This modification creates a

situation when some wages are observed precisely (e.g. wages of parents), whereas other wage

observations are subject to noise leading to a problem of heteroscedasticity in the expectation

formation. We show that this problem can be dealt with by applying a weighted least squares

approach implying that children should optimally assign a higher weight to the wage of their

parent and lower weights to the remaining wage observations stemming from the network of the

parent. This approach gives rise to the efficient estimates of the return to schooling. Overall,

however, the intergenerational correlation coefficient is only moderately sensitive to the noise

parameter since social networks of parents are sufficiently large and the noise variable is unbiased.

In the next step the modified model is calibrated to match empirical observations in the

German labour market based on the Socio-Economic Panel (SOEP). The advantage of using

this data is that it includes information on social networks combined with education and labour

market outcomes of parents and children. We find that the German empirical data on social

networks strongly supports the idea of skill homophily. For example, the share of high skill friends

in the networks of high skill workers is almost 20% above the population average, whereas the

share of high skill friends in the networks of low skill workers is almost 20% below the population

average. Based on this information we estimate a model-implied skill homophily paramter and

find that it is remarkably stable over time. The data also supports the assumptions that high

skill workers with an upper secondary school degree certificate (”Abitur”) are a minority in the

labour market (24.8% in the generation of parents and 37.8% in the generation of children)

and their wages are more dispersed compared to low skill workers. The latter observation has

an amplifying effect on the intergenerational transmission of schooling in our model. Based

on the performed calibration we find that the described mechanism building on parental social

networks and labour market uncertainty can potentially explain up to 15% = (0.055/0.375) of

the observed schooling correlation.

Furthermore, we use the calibration to analyze the influence of the key model parameters on

intergenerational mobility and to evaluate the sensitivity of different mobility measures to these

parameters. We find that the cost of education, network size, skill homophily and the share of

high skill parents have an inverse U-shape impact on the intergenerational correlation coefficient

and the mobility ratio. Quantitatively, however, the effect of the network size is small, whereas

both mobility measures are sensitive to the cost of education, the skill homophily and the share

of high skill families in the economy. Given that the cost of education (monetary expenses and

effort) is generally unobservable and the skill homophily parameter is found to be stable over

the last two decades, we focus on the share of high skill families and its changes over time to

test the model prediction. When the share of high skill parents is small and increasing it is more

beneficial to children in high skill families due to a higher propensity of creating links with other

high skill parents. Thus, children in well-off families are more likely to study, thereby increasing

the intergenerational schooling correlation and the mobility ratio. However, the marginal gain

of children in higher status families falls if the share of these families continues to grow, leading
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to a reversed effect and an inverse U-shape relationship. In order to test this prediction we split

the sample into 15 birth cohorts with the earliest being 1953-1955 and the most recent one born

in 1995-1997. The data confirms the prediction showing that the share of high skill parents

increased rapidly in the considered period, whereas both measures of intergenerational mobility

increased initially, achieved a maximum for the birth cohort 1983-1985 and declined thereafter.

Finally, we extend the model to allow for the transmission of abilities, which can be ge-

netically inherited (nature) or transmitted in early childhood (nurture). The purpose of this

extension is to analyze the interaction of the new network-driven and the traditional ability-

driven components in shaping the intergenerational schooling correlation. In this extension we

prove theoretically that the interaction effect is always negative. As the ability correlation of

parents and children gets stronger, the number of high ability children born into low skill families

is declining making the informational disadvantage of low skill families less important and crow-

ing out the network effect. This theoretical finding may be relevant for the empirical research on

intergenerational mobility since a failure to account for the interaction between ability transmis-

sion and the network/neighborhood effect may lead to a downward bias and low estimates of the

latter (see for example, Chetty et al. (2016) and Plug et al. (2018)). Despite this crowing out

effect we find that a combination of the ability transmission and the network effect substantially

improves the predictive power of the model and its fit to the data, especially in the tails, where

the share of high skill parents in the market is very small or very large.

1.1 Related literature

Our study is related to several strands of literature. Empirical work on measuring intergen-

erational correlations between the income/schooling levels of parents and their children in a

multi-country framework includes Björklund and Jäntti (1997), Chevalier et al. (2003), Hertz

et al. (2007), Bratberg et al (2016) and Leone (2019). Hertz et al. (2007) provide an extensive

survey of estimates on the parent-child educational correlations. Their estimates vary from 0.45-

0.55 for low mobility countries (Italy, Slovenia, Austria, Ireland, USA, and Switzerland) down

to 0.3-0.4 for countries with high educational mobility (Sweden, Belgium, Netherlands, Norway,

Finland, UK, and Denmark). Björklund and Jäntti (1997) and Bratberg et al. (2016) confirm

the finding that intergenerational mobility is lower in the USA compared to Sweden and Norway.

Empirical evidence for Germany is provided in Couch and Dunn (1997), Heineck and Riphahn

(2009), Riphahn and Schieferdecker (2012) and Leone (2019). The former study utilizes early

waves of the Socio-economic Panel and reports the estimates of the intergenerational schooling

correlations in the range 0.237−0.39 depending on the gender of the parent and the child, which

puts Germany into a group of studies with relatively high intergenerational mobility. Empirical

estimates reported in Leone (2019) support this view.

The literature proposes several explanations for the observed correlations (see Piketty (2000)

for more details). First, cognitive and non-cognitive skills and abilities, as well as preferences and

social norms, may be inherited by children from their parents (Becker and Tomes (1986)). On

the one hand, abilities can be transmitted genetically from parents to their biological children

(nature). On the other hand, better educated parents are more efficient in transmitting knowl-

edge and supporting their children in the studying process (nurture). Several empirical studies

report strong correlations in cognitive abilities of parents and children based on IQ test scores
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highlighting the importance of a combined effect of nature and nurture (Black et al. (2009),

Björklund et al. (2010)). Sacerdote (2007) undertakes an attempt to separate the contribution

of nature and nurture by comparing educational outcomes of adoptive and biological children

and reports that the genetic transmission of abilities contributes more to explaining educational

attainment of children. The study by Holmund et al. (2011) comes to a similar conclusion that

parental nurture effect does not play a large role.

Second, if the credit market is not perfect, financial constraints may prevent children in

poor families from acquiring education (Galor and Zeira (1993)). Yet, empirical support for this

transmission channel is rather weak, for example, Carneiro and Heckman (2002) and Belley et

al. (2011) find little evidence that short term credit constraints explain a part of the gap in

college enrollment between children from high and low income families. Third, the institutional

design of the education system may play a crucial role in the attainment of education (Checchi et

al; 1999, Checchi and Flabbi; 2007). These studies argue that countries with education systems

characterized by equal access to education are more likely to have higher educational mobility,

and the public expenditure could be one of the effective factors for increasing equal opportunity

in education. For example, Chevalier et al. (2003) find a negative relationship between the

intergenerational schooling correlation and the share of public expenditure in tertiary education.

Forth, and most closely related to our research is the explanation that children’s education

levels and their labor market outcomes can also be affected by the neighborhood or social

environment where they grow up (Chetty et al. (2014, 2016), Katz et al. (2001)). Here one can

distinguish between the social and the geographical dimension even though the two are closely

related. The geographical component of a living environment (e.g. quality of schools, family

safety, access to important infrastructure and facilities) is intensively studied in the literature

on neighborhood effects. These studies include Patacchini and Zenou (2011), Del Bello et al.

(2015), Chetty et al. (2016), Altonji and Mansfield (2018), and Lavecchia et al. (2020). On

the one hand, Patacchini and Zenou (2011) find that parental involvement effect is stronger for

educational attainment by children in high skill families. While the neighborhood effect is more

important for children in low skill families. Also Altonji and Mansfield (2018) and Lavecchia

et al (2020) suggest that the quality of school and neighborhood could lead to an increase in

the share of graduating students. But on the other hand, Chetty et al. (2016) analyze the

impact of the ”Moving to Opportunity” experiment in the USA and find that moving to a

better neighborhood has negative impact on the educational outcomes of adolescences and a

moderately positive impact for children who were young at the time of the family move.

The literature on the network dimension of the living environment is rather scarce. Several

empirical studies investigate the effect of parental job referrals on their children’s labour market

outcomes. For example, Kramarz and Skans (2014) analyze Swedish data and find that the

parental networks effects are stronger for lower educated children when they seek their first

jobs. Corak and Piraino (2011) consider the intergenerational transmission of employers and

document that the probability of having the same employer for parents and children is higher

for the top-earning groups in Canadian data. Going beyond referral hiring Plug et al. (2018)

investigate the effect of parental friendships on the labor market outcomes of children. They

find that the friendship networks of parents have a stronger effect on the occupational choices

of children at the early stages of their careers. Comparing the network and the geographic
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components of the living environment Del Bello et al. (2015) suggest that the peer effect on

education is stronger than the effect of neighborhood.

To the best of our knowledge there is only one theoretical study investigating the impact

of social networks on intergenerational mobility by Calvó-Armengol and Jackson (2009). The

key element of their model is an assumed complementarity in the actions of players, meaning

that a person is more likely to choose a high action (e.g. higher education) if there are many

actors in the surrounding environment taking the same action. This assumption leads to situ-

ations when the actions of parents and children are correlated due to the common exposure to

the same social environment without a direct transmission of skills or abilities from parents to

children. In this paper we continue this strand of research but deviate from the exogenous com-

plementarity assumption. Instead, we look deeper at the underlying mechanisms of network and

expectation formation in a situation when the market skill premium is unobservable giving rise

to heterogeneous expectations and correlated schooling outcomes of parents and children. Hence

we contribute to the described literature in the following ways: 1) by advancing and extending

the theoretical framework modeling the link between social networks and intergenerational mo-

bility 2) by analyzing the impact of network structure (e.g. network size and skill homophily)

and labour market uncertainty on intergenerational mobility measures, which is only possible

if the network structure is modeled explicitly 3) by quantifying the potential contribution of

the developed mechanism based on the German labour market data 4) by shedding light on

the interaction between traditional explanatory factors, e.g. ability transmission, and network

effects, which can guide future empirical work.

Finally, our paper is broadly related to the large theoretical literature on the role of social

networks and families for labour market outcomes. These studies include but are not limited

to Calvó-Armengol and Zenou (2005), Ioannides and Soetevent (2006), Fontaine (2008), Cahuc

and Fontaine (2009), Galenianos (2013), Galeotti and Merlino (2014) as well as Stupnytska

and Zaharieva (2015, 2017). The primary focus of these papers is on the impact of referral

hiring among connected workers. Seminal study introducing the idea of network homophily

into economic modeling is Montgomery (1991). Several extensions of this approach focusing

on the role of network homophily are conducted in Horvath (2014) and Zaharieva (2018). The

role of family contacts in a theoretical framework is analyzed by Ek and Holmlund (2010),

Flabbi and Mabli (2018) and Zaharieva (2013). In addition, Doepke and Tertilt (2016) analyze

the impact of families in a broader macroeconomic context and show that accounting for the

family leads to new answers to classical economic questions. Even though these papers make

multiple contributions and extend our knowledge about families and social networks, none of

them addresses the implications of networks for intergenerational mobility.

The article is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the core theoretical model with en-

dogenous social networks, heterogeneous expectations of the offspring generation and their edu-

cational choices. Section 3 describes the data and the calibration approach. Section 4 presents

a number of numerical results complementing the theory. Section 5 develops an extension of the

core model accounting for the transmission of abilities and investigates the interaction between

the network component and the ability component of intergenerational schooling dependence

measures. Section 6 concludes the paper.
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2 The Model

In this section we develop the analytical model and consider the choice of schooling from an

intergenerational perspective. There are two generations of workers: parents (first generation)

and children (second generation). We abstract from the fertility issues and assume ”one parent

- one child”’ family structure. In section 1 we explain how the social networks of parents are

formed. Further, in section 2.2 we show how the generation of children forms expectations

about the market return to schooling (skill premium) by observing wages in the networks of

their parents. Based on the estimated return to schooling, inborn ability and the corresponding

cost parameter they decide to become high or low skilled, thus we model schooling as a binary

choice variable. Parents and children share the same information and their goals are aligned.

First generation workers are heterogeneous with respect to their skill, hence some children are

born in low skill families L, while others are born in high skill families H. Let h < 0.5 denote

the fraction of high skill families/parents and 1 − h – fraction of low skill families/parents.

All parents are employed in the labour market and receive (log)wages wL
i or wH

i depending

on their skill level3. Wage differences among workers with identical skills could stem from the

hetereogeneity of employers or reflect different wage strategies of identical firms (e.g. endogenous

wage dispersion in the spirit of Burdett and Mortensen (1998)). We interpret these (log)wages

as life-time income and assume that they are normally distributed with the corresponding means

and variances E[wL
i ], E[wH

i ], V [wL
i ], V [wH

i ]. High skill workers earn more on average, so that

E[wL
i ] < E[wH

i ]. The assumption that (log) wages are normally distributed is not restrictive

since the model is based on average wages, which would be asymptotically normally distributed

under the Central Limit Theorem (given independent draws). However, we also consider a

weighted average wage, where the CLT is not applicable.

The inborn ability of children can be high with probability p and low with probability 1− p.

In the main specification of the model we consider the setup where p is identical in high and low

skill families, therefore any correlation in the educational attainment of parents and children is

due to differences in the available information about the labour market obtained via the parental

network of social contacts. In section 5 we consider an extension of the model where pH > pL

giving rise to a positive correlation in abilities between parents and children. For this case

we derive a novel decomposition of the intergenerational schooling correlation into the ability

component, the network component and the interaction term.

For high ability children the cost of obtaining education is denoted by c4. We assume that

the cost of education is below the skill premium, that is: c < E[wH
i ] − E[wL

i ], thus education

is gainful on average for high ability individuals. The cost parameter c includes monetary costs

and effort associated with studying. High ability children observe wages and skills among the

contacts of their parents and use this information to form an expectation about the market skill

premium. This is a benchmark specification. In section 2.4 we consider a modified specification

where wages of social contacts are observed with an error/noise. Based on the estimated skill

premium and the cost of obtaining education c high ability children decide whether they obtain

higher education and become high-skilled workers or not. The cost of obtaining education for

3In the extended model we allowed for a higher risk of unemployment faced by low skill parents, however, it
has negligible impact on the quantitative results and is disregarded in the following for the ease of exposition

4The cost is expressed as a % of the average low skill wage to be comparable with the return to schooling
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low ability children is prohibitively high, so they do not consider acquiring education.

2.1 Social networks

In this section we analyze network formation in the first generation of workers. In doing so we

follow the random matching approach developed in Neugart and Zaharieva (2018). Formation

of social links is subject to skill homophily, that is workers are more likely to create social links

with others of the same skill type. In general, homophily refers to the fact that people are more

likely to maintain relationships with other people who are similar to themselves. There can be

homophily measured by age, race, gender, religion or skill and it is generally a robust observation

in social networks (see McPherson et al. (2001) for an overview of research on homophily). The

focus of this paper is on the latter type of homophily by the level of education/skill. To the best

of our knowledge, Montgomery (1991) was the first study that introduced network homophily

(the ”inbreeding bias”) into an analytical labour market model.

At rate φ every worker can be randomly matched with another worker. Let τ denote the

probability of creating a social link with a worker of the same skill type and (1 − α)τ , 0 <

α < 1 – be the probability of creating a link with a worker of a different skill type (conditional

on matching). Note that the special case when α = 0 corresponds to the situation without

homophily, while α = 1 corresponds to the complete network segregation by skill. Hence α

corresponds to the degree of skill homophily in the society. In order to keep the model tractable

we consider directed links. This means that, if two workers i and j are randomly matched, it

is possible that j becomes a social contact of i but not necessarily vice versa. Every social link

can be destroyed at rate δ.

Let εijk denote a fraction of type i workers with exactly k social contacts of type j, i, j ∈
{L,H}. This is a fraction out of all type i workers. Consider some type L worker without

contacts of the same type. With our notation this worker belongs to the group εLL0 . At rate

φ this worker is matched with some other individual. With probability 1 − h this individual

is of the same type L, so the social link is created with probability τ . Next, consider another

type L worker with only one contact of the same type belonging to the group εLL1 . This person

may lose the only contact at rate δ. In the steady state, the propensity for the worker to make

transitions between the two states k − 1 and k will be equalized, this means:

εLL0 φ(1− h)τ = δεLL1 ⇒ εLL1 =
εLL0 φ(1− h)τ

δ

εLL1 φ(1− h)τ = 2δεLL2 ⇒ εLL2 = εLL0

(φ(1 − h)τ

δ

)2 1

2

εLLk−1φ(1− h)τ = kδεLLk ⇒ εLLk = εLL0

(φ(1− h)τ

δ

)k 1

k!

Let ϕ ≡ φτ/δ to simplify the notation. Since all fractions εLLk should add up to 1 for k = 0...∞
we get: εLL0 = e−ϕ(1−h) and the number of type L contacts has a Poisson distribution with

parameter ϕ(1−h). This also means that, ϕ(1−h) is the average number of low-skilled contacts

in the social network of a randomly chosen low-skilled worker, we denote it by nLL, so that
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nLL = ϕ(1− h) and:

εLLk = e−nLL
(nLL)k

1

k!

Alternatively, the type L person can be matched with another person of type H, which happens

at rate φh. Conditional on matching the social link is formed at rate (1 − α)τ . Repeating the

same steps as above we get:

εLHk = e−nLH
(nLH)k

1

k!
where nLH ≡ ϕh(1 − α)

Here nLH is the average number of high-skilled contacts in the social network of a randomly

chosen low-skilled worker. Let nL denote the average network size for type L workers and γL be

the fraction of type L contacts in their network, so we get:

nL = nLL + nLH = ϕ[(1 − h) + h(1− α)] γL =
(1− h)

(1− h) + h(1 − α)

Using the same approach for type H workers we get:

nH = nHH + nHL = ϕ[h + (1− h)(1− α)] γH =
h

h+ (1− h)(1 − α)

where nH is the total network size of high-skilled workers and γH is a fraction of type H contacts

in their network. One can see that the case of full homophily (α = 1) leads to the complete

segregation of social networks between the two skill groups, that is γL = γH = 1. In the opposite

case without homophily (α = 0), the fraction of contacts of the same type is equal to the fraction

of this type in the total population, that is γL = 1− h and γH = h. We can also see that high-

skilled contacts are underrepresented in the networks of low-skilled workers (1−γL < h), whereas

they are overrepresented in the networks of high-skilled workers (γH > h):

1− γL =
h(1 − α)

(1− h) + h(1− α)
=

h

(1− h) 1
(1−α) + h

< h

γH =
h

h+ (1− h)(1 − α)
=

h

(1− h)(1 − α) + h
> h

Recall that h is the fraction of high-skilled workers (parents) in the labour market, so we use it

as a point of reference in the above expressions. Comparing the average sizes of social networks

for low and high skilled workers we get the following:

Lemma 1: The networks of high skill workers/parents are more balanced, meaning nLL −
nLH > nHL − nHH but they are smaller on average, nH < nL compared to the networks of low

skill workers/parents.

Proof:

nL − nH = ϕ(1 − 2h)α > 0 for h < 0.5

(nLL − nLH)− (nHL − nHH) = α > 0

Lemma 1 shows that the networks of low skill families are more extreme compared to the
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networks of high skill families. There are two reasons for this finding. First, the number of

high skill contacts in the networks of low skill families nLH = ϕh(1 − α) is small because high

skill workers are the minority h < 0.5. Second, it is small because of skill homophily 0 < α.

At the same time, the number of low skill contacts in the networks of low skill families is large

nLL = ϕ(1− h) because low skill workers are the majority in the labour market.

Finally, we can calculate the average size of the social network in the economy, which is

denoted by n:

n = (1− h)nL + hnH = ϕ[1 − 2αh(1 − h)]

We can see that parameter ϕ can be interpreted as a maximum average network size in the

absence of homophily (α = 0). The reason is that any positive homophily α > 0 reduces the

network size because fewer matches become social ties.

This subsection shows that high and low skill parents have different composition of social

networks. Therefore, information about the market skill premium obtained by children through

the social network of their parents is likely to vary across families, giving rise to heterogeneous

expectations. We continue by analyzing this point in the next section.

2.2 Labour market

In this section we use the network composition of parents derived above and conditional on

their skill type and proceed by analyzing the educational decisions of children. In particular, we

assume that children observe the skill types and wages of the social contacts of their parents and

form expectations about the market skill premium (return to schooling). This is a benchmark

specification. In section 2.4 we consider a modified specification where wages of social contacts

are observed with an error/noise.

First, let us consider some family with a low skill parent j. Each low-skill parent has nLL

and nLH number of low and high skilled contacts, respectively5. Let wLH
j =

∑nLH

i=1 wH
i /nLH be

the average wage of all high-skilled contacts in family j. When considering an average wage of

low skill contacts, the wage of the parent wL
j is an important source of information from the

perspective of the child. Thus, we assign a weight 0 < s < 1 to wL
j when calculating the average

low skill wage estimated by the child in family j. This means:

wLL
j = swL

j + (1− s)
1

nLL

nLL∑
i=1

wL
i

Note that s = 1/(1 + nLL) would mean that the wage of the parent is equally important as all

other wages of low skill contacts (equal weighting). For s > 1/(1+nLL) children assign a higher

weight to the wage of the parent, thus variable s captures the importance of the parental wage

for the decision of the child. At the same time the weight coefficient s does not introduce a bias

in the expectations of children because wL
j is drawn from the same distribution as wages of the

social contacts, so that the expectation is unbiased E[wLL
j ] = E[wL

i ]. However, we show later

that the efficiency (variance) of wLL
j is influenced by s.

5These numbers are averages, however, we take them as an approximation for differences in the network
composition across families and ignore the stochasticity of the number of social contacts in the following analysis
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Considering the population of all families with low skill parents and assuming that wage

draws are independent implies that the average high skill wage wLH
j is normally distributed

with its mean and variance:

wLH
j =

1

nLH

nLH∑
i=1

wH
i ∼ N(E[wLH

j ], V [wLH
j ])

with E[wLH
j ] = E[wH

i ] and V [wLH
j ] =

V [wH
i ]

nLH

In a similar way, the average low skill wage wLL is normally distributed with the following mean

and variance:

wLL
j = swL

j + (1− s)
1

nLL

nLL∑
i=1

wL
i ∼ N(E[wLL

j ], V [wLL
j ])

with E[wLL
j ] = E[wL

i ] and V [wLL
j ] = V [wL

i ]
(
s2 +

(1− s)2

nLL

)
Note that the underlying normality assumption of (log) wages is necessary for s �= 0 and s �=
1/(1 + nLL), however, it becomes redundant for s = 0 or s = 1/(1 + nLL), when the Central

Limit Theorem would apply.

Let ΔL
j = wLH

j −wLL
j be a skill premium estimated by family j (with a low skill parent). Its

distribution in the population of low skill families can be written as:

ΔL
j ∼ N

(
E[wH

i ]− E[wL
i ],

V [wH
i ]

nLH
+ V [wL

i ]
(
s2 +

(1− s)2

nLL

))
Let the corresponding cumulative distribution function be denoted by ΦL. Note the following:

(a) V [ΔL
j ] =

V [wH
i ]

nLH +
V [wL

i ]

nLL if s = 0

(b) V [ΔL
j ] =

V [wH
i ]

nLH +
V [wL

i ]

nLL+1
if s =

1

nLL + 1

(c) V [ΔL
j ] =

V [wH
i ]

nLH + V [wL
j ] if s = 1

This shows that in the extreme case when s = 1 second generation individuals take their parent’s

wage as the only observation and ignore wages of the low skill contacts of their family. In this

case the estimates of the skill premium ΔL
j are likely to be very dispersed.

Next, consider high-skill families. The distribution of the skill premium ΔH
j estimated by

these families is given by:

ΔH
j ∼ N

(
E[wH

i ]− E[wL
i ], V [wH

i ]
(
s2 +

(1− s)2

nHH

)
+

V [wL
i ]

nHL

)
where nHH is the number of high skill contacts and nHL is the number of low skill contacts of

the family/parent. Let the corresponding cumulative distribution function be denoted by ΦH .

Comparing the distributions for ΔL
j and ΔH

j we can see that the estimates of the skill

premium/return to schooling are unbiased in both types of families, however, the two variances

can be different. The reason is that the precision of information available to children in the two

different types of families depends on the structure of social networks, that is the network size
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parameters nHH = ϕh, nHL = ϕ(1 − h)(1 − α), nLL = ϕ(1 − h) and nLH = ϕh(1 − α). In

proposition 1 we compare the two variances and summarize our findings:

Proposition 1: The skill premiums ΔL
j and ΔH

j have the same means, i.e. E[ΔL
j ] =

E[ΔH
j ] = E[wH

i ]−E[wL
i ]. Let nLH = ϕh(1−α) > 1, then the variance of the skill premium ΔL

j

is greater than that of ΔH
j when:

1 <
V [wH

i ]

V [wL
i ]

(1− h)

h
< 1 +

ϕ(1 − α)(1− 2h)

ϕh(1 − α)− 1

Proof: Appendix

Proposition 1 shows that the estimated return to schooling is more dispersed in low skill

families, implying more uncertainty, if the weighted variance ratio V [wH
i ](1 − h)/(V [wL

i ]h) is

above 1 but below an endogenous upper bound. In order to understand this condition consider

a simplified case when s = 0, that is the wage of the parent is not included in the estimation.

The two variances then become:

V [ΔL
j ] =

V [wH
i ]

ϕh(1− α)
+

V [wL
i ]

ϕ(1 − h)
V [ΔH

j ] =
V [wH

i ]

ϕh
+

V [wL
i ]

ϕ(1− h)(1 − α)

and their difference can be written as:

V [ΔL
j ]− V [ΔH

j ] =
α

ϕ(1− α)

(V [wH
i ]

h
− V [wL

i ]

(1− h)

)

Thus the skill premiumΔL
j is more dispersed if the weighted variance ratio V [wH

i ](1−h)/(V [wL
i ]h)

is above 1. In the following we assume that it holds until the end of the paper. This condition

becomes more likely when wages of high (low) skill workers are more (less) dispersed. Moreover,

the gap in variances V [ΔL
j ] − V [ΔH

j ] is larger when network homophily is stronger (higher α)

and when social networks are smaller (smaller ϕ). In the appendix we show that this condition is

sufficient but not always necessary for small values of s above zero but below a given threshold.

However, when s is large, meaning that children overweight the importance of parental wages,

the situation is different. In order to understand this case consider an extreme point s = 1. The

two variances are then given by:

V [ΔL
j ] =

V [wH
i ]

ϕh(1 − α)
+ V [wL

i ] V [ΔH
j ] = V [wH

i ] +
V [wL

i ]

ϕ(1− h)(1 − α)

and their difference can be written as:

V [ΔL
j ]− V [ΔH

j ] = − 1

ϕ(1− α)

(V [wH
i ]

h
(ϕh(1 − α)− 1)− V [wL

i ]

1− h
(ϕ(1 − h)(1 − α)− 1)

)
This condition gives rise to the upper bound of the weighted variance ratio described in propo-

sition 1. Intuitively, if s = 1 then children rely exclusively on the wage of their parent when

forming expectations about wages in a respective skill group. If high skill wages are much more

dispersed than low skill wages violating the upper bound condition, then children in high skill

families possess less precise information about the skill premium than children in low skill fam-

ilies, meaning that V [ΔH
j ] > V [ΔL

j ]. Therefore, the upper bound condition is necessary and
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sufficient for V [ΔH
j ] < V [ΔL

j ] when s = 1. In the appendix we show that this condition is

sufficient (but not always necessary) for large values of s above a given threshold and below 1.

Thus proposition 1 describes a set of sufficient conditions leading to a situation when the skill

premium estimated by the low skill families ΔL
j is more dispersed and uncertain compared to

the skill premium estimated by the high skill families ΔH
j .

Next we investigate the decision to acquire education. Consider the generation of children

in low skill families, they decide to obtain higher education if the cost c is low: c < ΔL
j , so the

number of children obtaining education in low skill families is p(1−ΦL(c)). The corresponding

number in high skill families is p(1−ΦH(c)). Both distributions ΦH(.) and ΦL(.) are normal with

the same means E[wH
i ]−E[wL

i ]. Under the conditions described in proposition 1 the distribution

ΦL(.) is more dispersed than ΦH(.), thus we can say that ΦL(.) is obtained from ΦH(.) by a

mean preserving increase in spread. Moreover, the two cumulative distribution functions satisfy

a single-crossing property and intersect only once at the mean. Following Diamond and Stiglitz

(1973) this property implies that:

ΦL(x)− ΦH(x) ≤ (≥)0 when x ≥ (≤)E[wH
i ]− E[wL

i ]

Therefore, we know that ΦL(c) > ΦH(c) since the cost of acquiring education c is smaller than

the wage premium: c < E[wH
i ]−E[wL

i ]. This shows the main result of our study: (high ability)

children in low skill families face stronger uncertainty when forming expectations about the skill

premium, so they are less likely to obtain higher education compared to (high ability) children

in high skill families who possess more precise information: p(1 − ΦL(c)) < p(1 − ΦH(c)). The

intuition for this result can be explained in the following way: low skill workers are the majority

in the market, thus all families have many contacts of this type and the estimate of the average

low skill wage is relatively precise. The major difference comes in the estimate of the average

high skill wage. High skill workers are the minority, moreover, there are relatively few of them

in the networks of low skill families due to the skill homophily, thus the average high skill wage

is estimated with low precision and high degree of uncertainty in low skill families. The high

degree of uncertainty in turn implies that high ability children in low skill families are more

likely to make a mistake by not obtaining the education compared to children in high skill

families supplied with more accurate information from the high skill contacts of their parents.

This mechanism can be substantially reinforced (mitigated) if high skill wages are more (less)

dispersed compared to low skill wages.

Finally, we investigate how the two network characteristics α and ϕ influence the decision to

acquire education, our results are summarized in lemma 2:

Lemma 2: In both types of families more children obtain education if the network size

parameter ϕ increases or skill homophily α decreases when V [wH
i ]/V [wL

i ] > h/(1 − h) holds,

that is ∂ΦL(c)/∂ϕ < 0, ∂ΦH(c)/∂ϕ < 0, ∂ΦL(c)/∂α > 0, ∂ΦH(c)/∂α > 0, because:

∂V [ΔL]

∂ϕ
<

∂V [ΔH ]

∂ϕ
< 0 and

∂V [ΔL
j ]

∂α
>

∂V [ΔH
j ]

∂α
> 0

Proof: Appendix

Recall that parameter ϕ is a maximum network size in the absence of skill homophily. Lemma
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2 shows that having larger networks improves the quality of information, so the estimates of the

return to schooling Δk
j , k = L,H become more accurate and less dispersed. Hence, fewer children

in both types of families make mistakes. The opposite is true when the homophily parameter α

is increasing. Stronger network homophily implies fewer social links between the two groups of

families and reduces the precision of the skill premium estimates. In absolute terms both effects

are stronger for low skill families since their networks are very asymmetric with only a few social

links to high skill families making their decisions more sensitive to the network parameters (see

lemma 1).

2.3 Measures of intergenerational skill dependence

In this section we derive two indicators measuring the intergenerational skill dependence: the

correlation coefficient ρ and the mobility ratiom – and investigate how these measures depend on

the underlying network and labour market parameters. Let ξ be a binary indicator corresponding

to the education of parents, and taking value 1 for high skill parents and 0 otherwise. We know

that E[ξ] = h and V [ξ] = (1−h)h. In a similar way, let η be a binary indicator corresponding to

the education of children. Based on our results from above we get the following joint distribution

of ξ and η:

η = 1 η = 0 Σ

ξ = 1 hp(1 −ΦH(c)) h(1− p(1− ΦH(c))) h

ξ = 0 (1− h)p(1− ΦL(c))) (1− h)(1 − p(1− ΦL(c))) 1− h

Σ h̃ = hp(1− ΦH(c)) + (1− h)p(1 −ΦL(c))) 1− h̃ 1

Table 1: Joint density of the educational indicators for parents and children

Variable h̃ denotes an average education level in the second generation of workers, it is also

a fraction of high skill workers in the second generation. Based on this joint distribution we

can directly calculate the intergenerational correlation in educational choices ρ = corr(ξ, η). We

summarize our results in proposition 2:

Proposition 2: Let ΔΦ(c) = ΦL(c) − ΦH(c) be the gap in the probability of getting higher

education in the second generation of workers, conditional on high ability and h̃ = hp(1 −
ΦH(c))+(1−h)p(1−ΦL(c))) – average education level in the second generation of workers. The

intergenerational correlation in educational choices ρ is then given by:

ρ = pΔΦ(c)

√
(1− h)h

(1− h̃)h̃
> 0 for 0 < α < 1 (1)

Proof: Appendix

From equation (1) we can see that the intergenerational schooling correlation is positive if

social networks exhibit skill homophily (0 < α < 1). In a special case when the economy is in

a macroeconomic steady state such that the fraction of high skill workers is constant over time,

h = h̃, we find that ρ = pΔΦ(c), so it is largely driven by different decisions of children in high

and low skill families. Further, the theoretical transition matrix allows us to analyze the effect of
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social network on the intergenerational mobility in education. Following the definition by Bauer

and Riphahn (2007), we use the following measure of mobility:

m =
Pr(η = 1|ξ = 1)

Pr(η = 1|ξ = 0)
=

1− ΦH(c)

1− ΦL(c)

This mobility ratio compares the chances of obtaining education in high and low skill families

respectively. More precisely it means that children in high skill families are m times more likely

to obtain education compared to children in low skill families. For a given h̃, one can say that

both measures are increasing in the number of children in high skill families obtaining education

1 − ΦH(c) and decreasing in the number of children obtaining education in low skill families

1 − ΦL(c). The mobility ratio m only depends on these two variables, so the changes in m are

easier to forecast. In contrast, the correlation coefficient also depends on other variables such as

p, h and the endogenous share of high skill children h̃.

Further, we investigate the impact of p, which is the fraction of high ability chidlren, on the

correlation coefficient ρ. Lemma 3 shows that ρ is increasing in p, even though the mobility

ratio m doesn’t depend on p.

Lemma 3: The intergenerational correlation coefficient ρ is increasing in the share of high

ability individuals in the second generation (children) p.

Proof: Let x = h(1 − ΦH(c)) + (1 − h)(1 − ΦL(c)), so that h̃ = px, then the correlation

coefficient ρ can be rewritten as:

ρ = ΔΦ(c)
√

(1− h)h
p√

(1− px)px
= ΔΦ(c)

√
(1− h)h

x

√
p

1− px
= ΔΦ(c)

√
(1− h)h

x

√
1

1
p − x

The fraction 1/p in the last expression is the only impact p, this shows that ∂ρ/∂p > 0 �.

The intuition behind lemma 3 can be described in the following way. The difference p(ΦL(c)−
ΦH(c)) reflects a gap in the share of high ability children who make a mistake by not studying

due to the poor quality of information. If the share of high ability children is increasing, meaning

a higher p, then a larger number of children consider the option of acquiring education and can

potentially make a mistake, so the gap p(ΦL(c)− ΦH(c)) is increasing, which is contributing to

a stronger correlation coefficient ρ. There is also an opposing effect of p on the variance term

h̃(1− h̃), but we show in the proof of lemma 3 that this effect is always dominated.

2.4 Observation error

In the previous section we assumed that wages of social contacts are perfectly observable, which

is a relatively strong assumption. In the present section we relax this assumption and consider

a situation when wages of friends are observed with an observation error ε. Let εLi be the

observation error for low skill wages and εHi – for high skill wages. We assume that the two error

terms are normally distributed with a zero mean and variances σ2
εL, σ

2
εH , respectively. Thus

children in family j observe wage signals wL
i + εLi for low skill contacts of their parents and

wH
i + εHi for high skill contacts of their parents. There is no error for observing the wage of the

parent. The average wage of low skill friends in low skill families wLL
j has the following form
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and distribution:

wLL
j = swL

j + (1− s)
1

nLL

nLL∑
i=1

(wL
i + εLi ) ∼ N(E[wLL

j ], V [wLL
j ])

with E[wLL
j ] = E[wL

i ] and V [wLL
j ] = V [wL

i ]
(
s2 +

(1− s)2

nLL

)
+

σ2
εL(1− s)2

nLL

In a similar way we obtain the distribution of the average wage of high skill friends in low skill

families wLH
j :

wLH
j =

1

nLH

nLH∑
i=1

(wH
i + εHi ) ∼ N(E[wLH ], V [wLH ])

with E[wLH ] = E[wH
i ] and V [wLH ] =

V [wH
i ]

nLH
+

σ2
εH

nLH

So the skill premium estimated by children in low skill families has the following distribution:

ΔL
j ∼ N

(
E[wH

i ]− E[wL
i ], V [wL

i ]
(
s2 +

(1− s)2

nLL

)
+

σ2
εL(1− s)2

nLL
+

V [wH
i ]

nLH
+

σ2
εH

nLH

)
In the group of high skill families, the skill premium ΔH

j has the following distribution:

ΔH
j ∼ N

(
E[wH

i ]− E[wL
i ], V [wH

i ]
(
s2 +

(1− s)2

nHH

)
+

σ2
εH(1− s)2

nHH
+

V [wL
i ]

nHL
+

σ2
εL

nHL

)
We can see that larger variances of the error terms, i.e. larger σ2

εL and σ2
εH , increase uncertainty

about friends’ wages and raise variances of the estimated skill premia in both types of families.

Conceptually, one problem faced by all families in the presence of the observation error is that

wages of own parents are observed without errors, whereas wages of social contacts are subject

to the observation error. Thus the estimation of the return to schooling suffers from a problem

of heteroscedasticity, implying that a simple arithmetic average (with s = 1/(1 + nLL) for low

skill families and s = 1/(1 + nHH) for high skill families) is no longer an efficient estimator of

the mean. We describe this result in proposition 3:

Proposition 3: In the presence of the observation error the variance of the return to school-

ing V [Δk
j ], k = L,H is minimized for s = sL in low skill families and s = sH in high skill

families, where sL and sH coincide with a weighted least squares estimator and are given by:

sL =
V [wL

i ] + σ2
εL

nLLV [wL
i ] + V [wL

i ] + σ2
εL

sH =
V [wH

i ] + σ2
εH

nHHV [wH
i ] + V [wH

i ] + σ2
εH

Proof: Appendix.

Proposition 3 shows the exact weights sL and sH that the generation of children should assign

to parental wages in order to deal with the problem of an observation error. In the absence of

noise these weights are equal to 1/(1 + nLL) for low skill families and 1/(1 + nHH) for high skill

families. In this special case the variance of the return to schooling V [Δk
j ] is already minimized

if a simple arithmetic average of all available wage observations is used for the estimation, so

the estimated returns to schooling Δk
j , k = L,H coincide with the classical OLS estimator and
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are BLUE (Best Linear Unbiased Estimators). The situation is different in the presence of noise

since the precision of the available wage observations is different (heteroscedasticity), thus a

weighted least squares estimation should be applied giving rise to the updated weights sL and

sH . This weighting scheme addresses the problem of heteroscedasticity and guarantees efficiency

of the estimated return to schooling Δk
j , k = L,H.

In order to compare the weights for high and low skill families and also the weights with and

without noise we introduce an auxiliary factor z > 0 such that σ2
εL = zV [wL

i ] and σ2
εH = zV [wH

i ].

Intuitively, this means that the variance of the error term is proportional to the variance of the

actual wage. Thus low (high) skill wages are observed with larger (smaller) precision if their

variance is smaller (larger), that is σ2
εL < σ2

εH if V [wL
i ] < V [wH

i ]. For z = 0 we get the benchmark

case from the previous section when friends’ wages are observed without an error. This allows

us to formulate the following corollary:

Corollary 1: Let z be the factor of proportionality, such that σ2
εk = zV [wk

i ], k=L,H. Children

in high skill families should optimally assign a higher weight to the wage of their parent compared

to children in low skill families since nHH = ϕh < ϕ(1 − h) = nLL if h < 0.5, ∀z ≥ 0. If z is

increasing, then children in all families should assign a higher weight to the parental wage, that

is ∂sk/∂z > 0 since:

sk =
1 + z

nkk + 1 + z
=

1
nkk

1+z + 1
⇒ sH > sL

This corollary shows that children in high skill families should optimally put a higher weight on

the wage of their parents since the number of high skill contacts in their families is smaller on

average than the number of low skill contacts in low skill families. Inserting the optimal weights

sk, k = L,H into the equations for variances V [Δk
j ] we get the following expressions:

V [ΔL
j ] =

V [wH
i ](1 + z)

nLH
+ V [wL

i ]s
L V [ΔH

j ] = V [wH
i ]sH +

V [wL
i ](1 + z)

nHL

These equations show that even if the optimal weights sk, k = L,H are applied by the generation

of children in order to cope with the observation error εi, it is still the case that stronger noise in

the observed wages of social contacts z reduces the precision of the estimated return to schooling

because ∂V [Δk
j ]/∂z > 0, k = L,H.

Even though the two weights sL and sH yield efficient estimators of the return to schooling

Δk
j , k = L,H, there could be different psychological and behavioral factors such that young

individuals under- or overweight the importance of parental wages, that is s �= sK , k = L,H.

Therefore, in the following lemma we analyze how the intergenerational schooling mobility de-

pends on s:

Lemma 4: The share of children obtaining education in low skill families p(1 − ΦL(c))

is increasing in s in the range s ∈ [0..sL], and decreasing for higher values of s. The share

of children obtaining education in high skill families p(1 − ΦH(c)) is increasing in s in the

range s ∈ [0..sH ], and decreasing for higher values of s. The mobility ratio m is increasing for

s ∈ [sL..sH ] given that h < 0.5.

If s is large such that s > sH and increasing, then the fraction of educated children 1−Φk(c),

k = L,H is decreasing in s in both types of families, so the impact on the mobility indicators
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m and ρ is ambiguous. However, when s is in the middle range, such that s ∈ [sL..sH ] and

increasing, this leads to a higher mobility ratio m. The reason is that putting more weight on

the parental wage in this range improves the precision of the return to schooling for children in

high skill families and reduces the probability of making a mistake by not obtaining education

(higher 1 − ΦH(c)). In contrast, putting more weight on the parental wage for children in low

skill families reduces the precision of their estimates and makes it more likely that they make

mistakes by not studying.

In the next step we investigate the impact of h, which is the share of high skill families, on

intergenerational mobility. This gives rise to the following proposition:

Proposition 4: Consider the efficient estimator of the return to schooling Δk
j , k = L,H

evaluated at the optimal weight sk, k = L,H. Then the share of children obtaining education in

low skill families p(1−ΦL(c)) is increasing in h. Let (1−α)ϕ2/(ϕ+2(1+ z))2 < V [wL
i ]/V [wH

i ],

then there exists a unique threshold 0 < h∗ < 0.5 such that the share of children obtaining

education in high skill families p(1 − ΦH(c)) is decreasing in h for h ∈ [h∗..0.5]. The mobility

ratio m is also decreasing in h for h ∈ [h∗..0.5]. The threshold value h∗ is given by:

h∗ =
ϕ
√

(1− α)V [wH
i ]− (1 + z)

√
V [wL

i ]

ϕ
√

(1− α)V [wH
i ] + ϕ

√
V [wL

i ]

Proof: Appendix

When h is increasing there are two effects on the network composition of low skill families.

On the one hand, the share of low skill contacts in their networks nLL = ϕ(1− h) is decreasing.

On the other hand, the share of high skill contacts nHL = ϕh(1 − α) is increasing. Proposition

4 shows that this second effect always dominates for low skill families under the aforementioned

assumption V [wH
i ](1−h)/V [wL

i ]h > 1. The reason is that the social networks of low skill families

are very asymmetric (lemma 1) and gaining more high skill contacts has a stronger impact on

the precision of their estimates than losing some low skill contacts. Thus a larger fraction of

high skill families in the market improves the quality of information available to children in low

skill families. So the share of children obtaining education in low skill families p(1 − ΦL(c)) is

increasing in h.

The networks of high skill families are more balanced. The positive effect of having more

high skill contacts nHH = ϕh and leading to a higher precision of the estimated return to

schooling V [ΔH
j ] is dominating for low values of h. However, when h is large (above h∗) losing

low skill contacts from the network leads to a substantial loss in the precision and raises the

variance V [ΔH
j ]. Thus, fewer children in high skill families obtain education. Combining these

findings proposition 4 shows that the mobility ratio should be eventually decreasing in h when

h is sufficiently large.

More generally, our findings in proposition 4 suggest that the relationship between the share

of high skill families h and the measures of intergenerational skill dependence should be hump-

shaped. Even though the effect on the correlation coefficient is ambiguous it is even more likely

to be hump-shaped than the mobility ratio since it has a variance term h(1 − h) in addition to

the network effects described in proposition 4. We investigate the impact of h on the correlation

coefficient in more details in the following numerical analysis.
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3 Calibration

We calibrate the model using data from the German Socio-Economic Panel (SOEP). The purpose

of calibrating the model is twofold. The first goal is to provide a range of quantitative estimates

of the correlation coefficient that can potentially be attributed to the mechanism described in our

model, that is the impact of parental networks on educational decisions of the young generation

via the expectation channel. The second goal is to perform comparative statics with respect

to parameters, whose theoretical effect on the correlation coefficient and the mobility ratio is

ambiguous.

Our empirical data (SOEP) is a representative longitudinal household panel and approxi-

mately 15000 households and 30000 individuals participate in the survey (details can be found

in Goebel et al. (2019)). For calibrating the social networks we use the SOEP survey from 2016

which includes a ”Family and Social Networks” module. More specifically, respondents were

asked to provide some information about three friends or acquaintances. The inclusion of this

module makes the 2016 SOEP cross section suitable for this part of our calibration. Addition-

ally, the SOEP provides biography information on the surveyed individuals including own and

parental education.

We assume the second generation to be the survey respondents in the age range 21-65. We

exclude the individuals for whom we do not have information on secondary education. This

leads to a sample size for this part of the calibration of N = 14705. We are interested in the

decision of the second generation individuals whether to become high-skilled or not. In order to

explain which educational outcome corresponds to a high-skilled person we give a brief overview

of the German school system and describe our classification choice.

The German secondary education system is based on parallel tracks. After elementary school

children are selected into either lower secondary school (Hauptschule), intermediate secondary

school (Realschule) or upper secondary school (Gymnasium) (Schindler, 2017). Alternatively,

students can attend a comprehensive school (Gesamtschule) which provides more flexibility and

allows students to switch between tracks (Cooke, 2003). Attending upper secondary school

(Gymnasium) and obtaining upper secondary school degree certificate (Abitur) is the prereq-

uisite for starting a tertiary degree (Lohmann and Witzke, 2011; Witte and Kalleberg, 1995).

However, not all students who attain Abitur proceed to enrol in university. Also, there are

options for students with intermediate secondary school degree to build upon and qualify for

enrollment in a tertiary degree (Witte and Kalleberg, 1995). We define as high-skilled an in-

dividual who has obtained an upper secondary school degree certificate (Abitur). Further, our

cross tabulations show that some respondents obtained a tertiary degree or were enrolled at a

university or university of applied science at the time of the survey, but did not have Abitur.

This group is also defined as high-skilled.

The ”Family and Social Networks” module in the 2016 SOEP survey allows us to construct

a social network of the respondents and estimate the relative network homophily α. Specifi-

cally, the survey participants were asked to consider three friends or acquaintances. The exact

formulation of the question is: ”Please think of three people outside of your household who are

important for you, personally. They can be relatives or non-relatives”. The respondents are then

asked to provide information about their social connections including the highest school degree
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attained. We assume that a high-skilled contact is a person who has ”Abitur / Hochschulreife

/ Fachhochschulreife” which corresponds to Upper Secondary School Degree and eligibility to

enrol in a tertiary degree. We do not have information on the tertiary education of the friends

and acquaintances. Table 2 shows the skill distribution of the three friends and acquaintances

conditional on the skill level of the survey respondents. For generating the network, we consider

only those who provided information about the school certificate of all three of their friends.

This reduces the sample size to N = 10304.

Number of high skill friends
Skill level 0 1 2 3 Total

Low 3134 1649 810 291 5884
High 435 968 1442 1575 4420

Total 3569 2617 2252 1866 10304

Table 2: Number of high skill friends conditional on own skill level. Source: 2016 German
Socio-Economic panel, own calculations.

Table 2 shows that approximately 53% of low-skilled individuals have no high-skilled friends,

compared to 9.8% of the high-skilled respondents. On the other hand, 35.6% of the high-skilled

survey participants report that all three of their friends are also high-skilled. The fraction of

high-skilled respondents in the 2016 sample with complete information about their social contacts

is 42.9% meaning that h2016 = 0.429. Focusing first on the networks of low-skilled interviewees,

we observe a total of 17652 connection since each respondent is asked to name three friends or

acquaintances. Out of those connections, 13510 (= 3 × 3134 + 2 × 1649 + 810) are with other

low-skilled individuals. This means that γL, the fraction of contacts of type L in the network

is γL = 13510
17652 ≈ 0.765. Similarly, there are 4420 high-skilled interviewees which corresponds

to 13260 connections. 8577 (= 3 × 1575 + 2 × 1442 + 968) of those connections point to other

high-skilled individuals, which implies γH = 8577
13260 ≈ 0.647. If the formation of social links did

not exhibit skill homophily (α = 0), we would expect that the fraction of same type contacts,

γL and γH equal the fractions of low- and high-skilled individuals in the network, respectively.

We see that this is not the case. While, 42.9% of the individuals in the sample are high-skilled,

64.7% of their contacts are also high-skilled. On the other hand, 57.1% of the respondents are

low-skilled but 76.5% of their contacts are also low-skilled.

In order to calculate the relative network homophily α, we use the fact that the number of

same skill contacts is ϕ((1− h)2 + h2) while the total number of contacts is ϕ(1− 2αh(1 − h)).

This implies:
ϕ((1− h)2 + h2)

ϕ(1 − 2αh(1 − h))
=

8577 + 13510

13260 + 17652

Based on table 2 we have h2016 = 0.429. Plugging this value in, we find the relative network

homophily α = 0.584.

One caveat of our data is that we do not observe the social contacts of the parents. Therefore,

we calibrate the value of the relative homophily parameter α based on the network of the children.

To check whether this approach is reasonable, we calibrate α using earlier waves of the SOEP

survey and examine whether the relative network homophily substantially changes over time.

A robust value of α could give us an indication that we can approximate the homophily level

of the parent’s network from the children’s network. We choose previous waves of the SOEP
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SOEP survey year Sample size γL γH h α

2016 10304 0.765 0.647 0.429 0.584
2011 8211 0.787 0.638 0.410 0.598
2006 10927 0.814 0.602 0.389 0.595

Table 3: Relative homophily estimate based on the 2016, 2011 and 2006 SOEP surveys, own
calculations.

Mean SD Var Min Max N

Second generation
Age 44.93 12.17 148.2 21 65 15932
High-skilled (0/1) 0.378 0.485 0.235 0 1 15932
Net income (log) (HS) 7.708 0.606 0.367 2.3 9.6 4376
Net income (log) (LS) 7.345 0.543 0.294 4.1 9.6 6509

First generation
High-skilled mother (0/1) 0.135 0.342 0.117 0 1 14679
High-skilled father (0/1) 0.201 0.401 0.161 0 1 14679
High-skilled parent (0/1) 0.248 0.432 0.187 0 1 14679

Table 4: Summary statistics. HS: high-skilled, LS: low-skilled. Source: 2018 German Socio-
Economic panel, own calculations.

survey which also include the ”Family and Social Networks” module. Specifically, in the years

2011 and 2006, the question about highest school leaving certificates of three friends was asked.

Using the same approach discussed above, we estimate α = 0.598 from the 2011 SOEP survey

and α = 0.595 from the 2006 survey. Table 3 shows comparison of the networks based on the

three waves of the SOEP survey. We see that the estimate for the relative network homophily

does not change by much in the different survey waves which gives us an indication that the

calibration is appropriate. In our numerical analysis we further explore the effect of varying α

on the key model variables.

To calibrate the relevant labour market parameters, we use the more recent 2018 wave of

the SOEP survey which provides us with a larger sample but does not include information

about social connections. Again, we consider survey respondents in the age range 21-65 and

exclude those for whom we do not have information about their secondary education. This

leads to a sample size of 15932 individuals, 37.8% of whom are high-skilled, so we know that

h̃ = 0.378. SOEP 2018 has detailed information about parental education. The definition of

high-skilled parent is consistent with that of a high-skilled child. Specifically, high-skilled parents

are those who obtained a secondary school degree certificate (Abitur) and/or a tertiary degree.

We drop the cases for which there is no educational information for either one of the parents

(1238 observations). Also, we drop the cases in which both the mother and the father have

attained their secondary education in a foreign country and do not have a tertiary degree (15

observations). This reduces the sample size to N = 14679. We assume that the child has a high

skill parent if either one of the parents is high-skilled. If information on one of the parents is

missing, then this parent is assumed to be low-skilled and we consider only the skill level of the

second parent. The lower panel of table 4 further shows that 24.8% (h = 0.248) of the children

have a high skill parent where 20.1% of the fathers are high-skilled compared to only 13.5% of

the mothers. Our choice of parameters is summarized in table 6 in the end of this section.
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Figure 1: Network densities with effects of skill homophily and lower fraction of high skill
contacts

Recall that networks in the model are driven by a combination of three parameters α, h, ϕ.

So the remaining network parameter to be determined is the maximum network size ϕ. Since

our data does not include information about the average network size we rely on the common

estimates in the literature. For example, Cingano and Rosolia (2012) report that the number

of social connections between individuals in Italy is about 32. Glitz (2017) reports a similar

number for Germany with approximately 43 social contacts. So we set ϕ = 38.4 targeting the

average network size n = ϕ[1 − 2αh(1 − h)] = 30. Given a full vector of network parameters

α = 0.584, h = 0.248, ϕ = 38.4 we can characterize the structure of social networks in the

model: nLH = 3.95, nHH = 9.51, nHL = 11.99 and nLL = 28.84. The corresponding Poisson

distributions are illustrated on figure 1. Inline with lemma 1 the distribution of social contacts

is more balanced in high skill families since the numbers of high and low skill contacts are

similar, while it is more extreme in low skill families, where the number of low skill contacts is

substantially higher than the number of high skill contacts.

Next, we estimate the first and second moments of the wage distributions of low- and high-

skilled workers. The survey respondents are asked how much they earned from work last month.

This includes both wages earned as an employee as well as income from self-employment. We

consider only those who declare that they are full- or part-time employed. Figure 2 shows the

kernel density estimates of the wage distributions conditional on skill level. We drop wages

above the 99.9th percentile of the overall income distribution in order to exclude outliers from

the calibration. Table 4 provides summary statistics by skill group. We observe that the wage

distribution of high-skilled workers has a higher mean and a higher variance. The average net

monthly log income of high-skilled workers is E[wH
i ] = 7.708 compared to E[wL

i ] = 7.345 for

low-skilled workers6 which implies a skill premium of 0.363. Further, the wages of high-skilled

6This corresponds to mean net incomes of 2225 Euros and 1549 Euros for high- and low-skilled workers,
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workers are more dispersed compared to the wages of low-skilled workers such that V [wH
i ] =

0.367 > V [wL
i ] = 0.294 (see figure 2). These parameter values satisfy conditions derived in

proposition 1.
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Figure 2: Kernel density estimates of (log) net income of low- and high-skilled workers in part
and full time employment. The top 0.1% of net incomes are dropped from the estimation (this
corresponds to net income of above 15000 Euros)

Several remaining parameters are associated with the observation noise εji , these parameters

are z, sH , sL. Given that the variance of the error term σ2
εj is not observable, we rely on the fact

the standard deviation of the error term σεj can be interpreted as a %-deviation from the mean

log-wage and calibrate the model to match a 20 − 25% deviation. This target can be achieved

by setting z = 0.15, and implies that σεL = 0.21 and σεH = 0.24. Intuitively, this means that

if the real unobservable wage of a high skill social contact is 2225 EUR (i.e. the average high

skill wage), then the friends of this person expect it to be in the range [1691..2759] with a 68%

probability. Given z = 0.15 we use equations derived in proposition 3 and calculate the optimal

weights sL = 0.038 and sH = 0.107. Inline with the results in corollary 1 these values are above

1/(nLL + 1) = 0.033 and 1/(nHH + 1) = 0.095 respectively. So children should optimally put a

higher weight on the wage of their parent if it is the only observation without noise.

Based on the calibrated parameters we can find variances of the two skill premiums V [ΔH
j ] =

0.068 and V [ΔL
j ] = 0.118. The corresponding distributions of the estimated skill premiums

ΦL(.) and ΦH(.) are illustrated on figure 3. Note that both distributions have the same mean

E[wH
i ]−E[wL

i ] = 0.363, which is the average income gap between high and low skill workers. Yet,

the expectations of children in low skill families are more dispersed compared to the expectations

of children in high skill families. The right panel of figure 3 shows that for every cost c <

E[wH
i ]− E[wL

i ] = 0.363 children in high skill families are more likely to study than children in

respectively.
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low skill families inline with proposition 2.

The last parameter p is the probability that the child has high abilities. We calibrate this

parameter by targeting the fraction of high skill individuals in the 2018 SOEP sample, that is

h̃ = 0.378, producing p = 0.474.

Figure 3: PDF and CDF of wage premium estimations by low and high skill families

Finally, we estimate the intergenerational skill dependence using the educational transition

matrix shown in table 5. The values on the main diagonal are well above 50% which points

towards a low level of educational mobility. 71% of children born into high-skilled families

became high-skilled themselves, compared to only 29% of children born in low-skilled families.

η = 1 η = 0 Σ

ξ = 1 2591 1055 3646
(0.71) (0.29)

ξ = 0 3161 7872 11033
(0.29) (0.71)

Σ 5752 8927 14679
(0.39) (0.61)

Table 5: Transition matrix. Fractions in parentheses. ξ: skill level of the parent; η: skill level
of the children. Source: 2018 German Socio-Economic panel, own calculations.

Using table 5 and the result from Proposition 2, we estimate the intergenerational correlation

in education ρ = 0.375. We use this parameter value in section 5 when calibrating an extended

version of the model with network effects and ability transmission. The corresponding mobility

ratio m is given by:

m =
Pr(η = 1|ξ = 1)

Pr(η = 1|ξ = 0)
= 0.71/0.29 = 2.48

which shows the probability that a child born into a high-skilled family becomes high-skilled

relative to a child born into a low-skilled family. There is a two and half time difference in the

two probabilities.
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Table 6: Baseline parameters

Parameter Value Description and explanation

α 0.584 Relative network homophily, SOEP 2016

h 0.248 Fraction of high skill parents, SOEP 2018

ϕ 38.35 Targeting the average network size n = 30. Consistent with
in Cingano and Rosolia (2012), Glitz (2017) and Fontaine (2008).

E[wH
i ] 7.708 Average wage of high skill workers (log), SOEP 2018

V [wH
i ] 0.367 Variance of high skill wages, SOEP 2018

E[wL
i ] 7.345 Average wage of low skill workers (log), SOEP 2018

V [wL
i ] 0.294 Variance of low skill wages, SOEP 2018

z 0.150 Targeting the standard deviation of the error term 20− 25%
sH 0.107 Weight to the own parents wages for high skill workers. WLS

sL 0.038 Weight to the own parents wages for low skill workers. WLS

p 0.474 Probability of being high ability for children. Targeting the fraction

of high skill children h̃ = 0.378, SOEP 2018

c 0.278 Cost of education. Corresponds to the upper bound of
intergenerational correlation in schooling

4 Comparative statics

In this section, we provide comparative statics results and explore how the intergenerational

schooling correlation and educational mobility depend on the structure of social networks of

parents and labour market parameters. Specifically, we investigate the impact of the cost pa-

rameter c, the share of high skill families h, network parameters ϕ and α and the main uncertainty

parameter z. This analysis complements our previous results in situations where the theoretical

effect of a given parameter is ambiguous. Moreover, it allows us to make conclusions about the

elasticity of the two dependence measures ρ and m with respect to the key parameters of the

model. All our numerical results refer to the modified model with uncertain wage observations.

First, we start by analyzing the impact of the education cost c by varying it in the range

[0..0.36]. The left panel of figure 4 illustrates the effect of changes on the intergenerational

schooling correlation for the different values of p = [0.37, 0.47, 0.57]. We find that the impact of

the cost parameter on the correlation coefficient is non-monotone and its magnitude is limited

from above. The same result is observed for the mobility ratio m on the left of figure 5. This

is intuitive: if the cost is very low, then almost all high ability children in high and low skill

families acquire education and differences in the expected skill premium do not play any role

for their decisions. If the cost is high and close to the skill premium, then roughly a half of

high ability children acquire education irrespective of their parental background and networks.

This shows that parental networks have the strongest impact on the decisions of children at

intermediate values of the educational cost. For example, ρ reaches its maximum value of 0.055

at the education cost c = 0.278 when p = 0.474 which is the benchmark case. Given that our

data does not include information about the cost c, moreover, this cost is unobservable since
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it includes monetary and non-monetary components (e.g. effort) we interpret our result as an

upper bound of the correlation coefficient. We believe that this approach is more informative

than an alternative point estimate based on ad-hoc assumptions about the cost. Given that the

empirically observed correlation coefficient is equal to 0.375, we conclude that parental networks

and their impact on expectations can possibly explain up to 14.7% of the intergenerational

correlation coefficient (that is 0.055/0.375). The upper bound of the mobility ratio is 1.177,

which means that the probability of acquiring higher education is almost 1.2 times higher for

children in high skill families compared to children in low skill families. Note that these estimates

refer alone to the impact of parental networks on expectations and do not include other factors.

Figure 4: Comparative statics with respect to the educational cost c and the fraction of high

skill parents h for different values of p

The right panel of figure 4 shows that there is a non-monotone relationship between the

intergenerational schooling correlation and the share of high skill families h. The same is true

for the impact on the mobility ratio on figure 5. The reason is that a higher fraction of high

skill parents reduces the informational disadvantage faced by children in low skill families, so

that more children in these families acquire education inline with proposition 4. But the effect

on children in high skill families is ambiguous, on the one hand, there is lower uncertainty about

high skill wages, but on the other hand, there is higher uncertainty about low skill wages. The

first effect dominates when h is small, implying a steep increase in 1−ΦH(c), whereas the second

effect dominates when h is sufficiently large, implying a moderate reduction in 1−ΦH(c). This

leads to a hump-shaped relationship between the share of high skill parents and the two mobility

measures ρ and m, whereby for ρ the effect is amplified by the additional term
√

h(1− h). We

find that the pivotal point h∗ described in proposition 4 is equal to 0.35, however, both mobility

measures achieve a maximum for lower values of h. In section 5 we extend the model to account

for the inheritance of abilities and compare the impact of h on ρ in the model and in the data.
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Figure 5: Comparative statics with respect to the educational cost c and the fraction of high

skill parents h

The right panels of figures 6 and 7 illustrate the impact of the skill homophily parameter

α. Even though the quality of information is worsening with α in both types of families and

fewer children obtain education (lemma 2), the negative consequences are stronger for low skill

families when α is small. The reason is that their networks are less balanced (lemma 1), so a

stronger group segregation (i.e. higher α) rapidly reduces the small number of valuable high

skill contacts in low skill families. However, as α → 1 both types of families become ”infinitely

uncertain” about the market skill premium leading to a reversed effect of α. In the limiting case

α → 1 the impact of the family background becomes irrelevant since:

limα→1p(1− Φk(c)) = 0.5p lim
α→1

ρ = 0 lim
α→1

m = 1

One interesting observation from the right panels of both figures is that there exists a lower

bound of the correlation coefficient ρ and mobility ratio m, when there is no network homophily:

α = 0. Comparing variances of the two skill premiums for α = 0, we get:

V [ΔL
j ]− V [ΔH

j ] =
(1 + z)2

ϕ

( V [wH
i ]

h(ϕh + 1 + z)
− V [wL

i ]

(1− h)(ϕ(1 − h) + 1 + z)

)
Further, we analyze the effects of network parameters ϕ and α (figures 6 and 7). In particular,

we vary the size parameter ϕ between 20 and 60, so the average network size n changes between

15 and 50. We can see that both variables have an inverse U-shape influence on ρ and m. As

demonstrated in lemma 2, a higher size ϕ reduces uncertainty about the market skill premium

in both types of families. For high skill families this effect is stronger at low values of ϕ, because

their social networks are smaller on average (see lemma 1) compared to low skill families. Thus

the marginal gain of having larger social networks is stronger for high skill families leading to

an increasing correlation coefficient ρ at low values of ϕ. However, as networks get large the

marginal gain of high skill families is diminishing and falls below that for low skill families,
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leading to a reverse relationship between ϕ and ρ.

Figure 6: Comparative statics with respect to parameter ϕ and the skill homophily α for different

values of p

This expression is strictly positive if the weighted variance ratio V [wH
i ](1 − h)/(V [wL

i ]h)

is above 1, which holds in our data. This leads to a situation when the number of high skill

children acquiring education in high skill families p(1−ΦH(c)) = 0.449 is larger than the number

of children acquiring education in low skill families p(1 − ΦL(c)) = 0.443, so that ρ > 0 and

m > 1. Intuitively, this situation arises because some children have high skill parents and,

therefore, one high skill contact more on average (and one low skill contact less) than children

in low skill families. Given that information about high skill wages is more valuable since high

skill wages are more dispersed and the number of high skill people in the market is small, this

asymmetry benefits children in high skill families and leads to ρ > 0 even if parental networks

are identical and there is no skill homophily, that is α = 0.

Note, that our numerical results allow us to make a number of quantitative statements

concerning the sensitivity/elasticity of the two measures of intergenerational mobility ρ and

m to the considered parameters. In particular, we can see the effect of the network size ϕ is

moderate, however, both measures ρ and m are very sensitive to the educational cost c, the

share of high skill families h and the degree of skill homophily α.

Finally, we analyze the impact of the observation error εKi on both measures of intergenera-

tional mobility ρ and m. We achieve this goal by varying parameter z in the range [0..1]. Figure

8 shows that both types of families suffer from higher uncertainty when z is small and increasing,

implying that fewer children obtain education. Yet, low skill families are stronger affected since

their social networks are more asymmetric (lemma 1), so both measures ρ and m are increas-

ing initially. However, differences in the available information disappear as z → ∞, meaning

that both types of families become ”infinitely uncertain” about the skill premium leading to a

reversed effect of z on ρ and m for large values of z. For the limiting case we find that:

lim
z→∞ p(1− Φk(c)) = 0.5p lim

z→∞ ρ = 0 lim
z→∞m = 1
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Figure 7: Comparative statics with respect to the parameter ϕ and the skill homophily α

Quantitatively, the effect of the observation error is rather small compared to all other

parameters, that is both measures ρ and m are not sensitive to the variance of the error term.

The reason is that social networks of parents in our benchmark specification are rather large, so

the estimates of the skill premium are relatively precise despite the presence of noise.

Figure 8: Comparative statics with respect to z: Left panel: the intergenerational correlation

for different values of p. Right panel: mobility

Concluding this section, we can see that parameters h and ϕ have a similar qualitative impact

on both dependence measures in the sense that both types of families are gaining from more

precise information, however, high skill families gain more at low values of h and ϕ because

their social networks are smaller on average. Considering the impact of variables α and z, both

types of families suffer from higher uncertainty when α and z are small and increasing, but the

negative impact is stronger for low skill families since their networks are more asymmetric. In all
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considered cases this leads to an inverse U-shape relationship between the respective parameter

and the two measures ρ and m. Quantitatively, the effect of variables z and ϕ is small to

moderate, because social networks of both types of families are sufficiently large on average, but

the impact of variables h and α is strong.

5 Ability transmission

In this section we extend the model by incorporating a positive correlation in the abilities

of parents and children. The goal of developing this extension is to analyze the interaction

between the pure ability driven correlation in schooling and the network driven correlation

described above. In addition, in this section we investigate the fit of an overall model with both

components to the empirical data.

Let variable ζ denote a binary indicator for the ability of the child, such that ζ = 1 for high

ability children and ζ = 0 for low ability children. Further, pH > p denotes the probability

that a child born in a high skill family has high ability and pL < p be the probability that

a child born in low skill family has high ability. The fraction of high ability children is then

E[ζ] = hpH +(1−h)pL and the covariance between the skill level of the parent ξ and the ability

of the child ζ is given by:

cov[ξ, ζ] = E[ξ, ζ]− E[ξ]E[ζ] = hpH − h(hpH + (1− h)pL) = h(1− h)(pH − pL)

Thus the covariance (and the correlation coefficient) between ξ and ζ are strongly driven by the

difference pH − pL. Following the literature we attribute this correlation to the combined effect

of nature and nurture, meaning that this correlation can be driven by the genetic transmission

of abilities (nature), but can also stem from the more efficient help of high skill parents to their

children (nurture).

Next consider the intergenerational correlation coefficient in schooling ρ in the extended

model with ability and network components. The number of children acquiring education in

high skill families is given by pH(1 − ΦH(c)) and the number of children in low skill families

acquiring education is given by pL(1−ΦL(c)). So the matrix of transition probabilities becomes:

η = 1 η = 0 Σ

ξ = 1 hpH(1− ΦH(c)) h(1− pH(1− ΦH(c))) h

ξ = 0 (1− h)pL(1− ΦL(c))) (1− h)(1 − pL(1− ΦL(c))) 1− h

h̄ 1− h̄ 1

Thus the number of high skill children in the combined model is given by h̄ = hpH(1 −
ΦH(c))+(1−h)pL(1−ΦL(c))). Given this notation we can derive the intergenerational covaraince
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in schooling in the combined model in the following way:

cov(ξ, η) = E[ξη]− E[ξ]E[η] = hpH(1− ΦH(c))− hh̄

= h(1− h)[pH(1− ΦH(c)) − pL(1−ΦL(c))]

We can see that it is increasing in the number of children acquiring education in high skill families

pH(1−ΦH(c)) and decreasing in the number of children acquiring education in low skill families

pL(1− ΦL(c)). Next we derive a novel decomposition of the schooling covariance cov(ξ, η) into

the ability component cov[ξ, ζ], the network component and their interaction term. This result

is summarized in lemma 5:

Lemma 5: The schooling covariance cov(ξ, η) can be decomposed into the ability covariance

h(1− h)(pH − pL), the network covariance h(1− h)pΔΦ(c) and a negative interaction term:

cov(ξ, η) = h(1 − h)[pH(1− ΦH(c)) − pL(1− ΦL(c))]

= h(1 − h)(pH − pL)︸ ︷︷ ︸
ability effect

+h(1− h)pΔΦ(c)︸ ︷︷ ︸
network effect

+h(1 − h)[(pL − p)ΦL(c)− (pH − p)ΦH(c)]︸ ︷︷ ︸
interaction effect <0

This equation shows that the intergenerational schooling covariance can be decomposed into

(1) the ability component driven by the difference pH−pL, (2) the network component driven by

the difference ΦL(c)−ΦH(c) and (3) the interaction term. We can see that the interaction term is

always negative in the presence of a positive ability correlation because pL < p and pH > p. This

means that stronger ability correlation crowds out the network effect. The intuitive explanation

for this finding is the following: The network effect is largely driven by high ability children

born in low skill families. These children are facing strong uncertainty about the market for

high skill workers and are likely to make a mistake by not obtaining the education. However,

as the ability correlation gets stronger, the number of high ability children born in low skill

families is decreasing, so the number of children, who can potentially make a mistake by not

studying, is also decreasing. This explains the negative sign of the interaction effect and the

crowding out effect. We believe that this theoretical finding may have some implications for

the empirical research, since any network/neighborhood effect estimated as a residual schooling

covariance after controlling for ability transmission is likely to be underestimated due to the

negative interaction term (see for example, Chetty et al. (2016) and Plug et al. (2018)).

Or alternatively, any ability effect estimated as a residual covariance after controlling for the

network/neighborhood effect is likely to be underestimated for the same reason.

Next we consider the extended correlation coefficient and the impact of parameters pH , pL

and h. The correlation coefficient is given by:

ρ = (pH(1− ΦH(c)) − pL(1− ΦL(c)))

√
h(1 − h)

h̄(1− h̄),
h̄ = hpH(1− ΦH(c)) + (1− h)pL(1− ΦL(c))

Note that pH(1 − ΦH(c)) > pL(1 − ΦL(c)) in our setting because pL < pH and ΦL(c) > ΦH(c).

Intuitively, this means that there are fewer children in low skill families obtaining education

because: (1) the probability of being high ability for the child is lower and (2) conditional on high

ability, children in low skill families are more likely to make mistakes by not acquiring education
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Empirical target Restricted model Unrestricted model

h̄ = 0.378 pH = 0.695 pH = 0.777
ρ = 0.375 pL = 0.274 pL = 0.358

R2 0.638 0.695

Table 7: Goodness-of-fit: comparing restricted and unrestricted models

since their information about the high skill labour market is less precise. Even though the

impact of variables pH and pL on the intergenerational schooling covariance is clear, the impact

on the correlation coefficient is less obvious since both variables also influence the variance of

the schooling indicator in the second generation of workers V [η] = h̄(1 − h̄). Nevertheless, we

find the following:

Lemma 6: In the combined model with ability and network effects the intergenerational

correlation coefficient ρ is increasing in the number of high ability children in high skill families

pH and decreasing in the number of high ability children pL in low skill families.

Proof: Appendix.

In the next step we calibrate the extended model to fit the empirically observed correlation

coefficient ρ = 0.375 and the empirically observed proportion of high skill individuals in the

second generation h̄ = 0.378. Targeting these two estimates produces the following parameter

values pH = 0.777 and pL = 0.358. With the exception of p all the other parameters have

values described in table 6. This is the unrestricted model with the intergenerational ability

transmission, networks and heterogeneous expectations. In addition, we calibrate a restricted

model without network effects. In this model all high ability individuals in the generation of

children are correctly informed about the market wage premium and acquire education because

the cost is smaller than the expected wage premium. This is a model with full information and

homogeneous expectations across families. The corresponding parameter values are presented

in table 7 and the correlation coefficient in the restricted model ρ0 can be obtained as:

ρ0 = (pH − pL)

√
h(1− h)

(hpH + (1− h)pL)(1− hpH − (1− h)pL)

To compare the fit of the restricted and unrestricted model to the data we split the sample

into 15 birth cohorts. The first cohort comprises survey respondents who were between the ages

63 and 65 at the time of the survey whereas the last cohort includes respondents who were

between the ages 21 and 23. The third and fourth columns in table 8 show the fractions of high-

skilled children and parents in each cohort. Similarly to the approach in section 3 we estimate

an educational transition matrix per cohort which allows us to calculate the intergenerational

correlation in education and the mobility ratio. The results are shown in the last two columns

of table 8. We can see that the share of high skill parents increased substantially over the

considered period from 0.135 to 0.390. Also the correlation coefficient increased from 0.292 to

0.375. At the same time we can see that the increase in the correlation coefficient was very

pronounced in birth cohorts 1950 − 1970 but stagnated and started decreasing thereafter. We

capture this relationship between h and ρ by estimating a quadratic polinomial, which gives rise
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Birth years
second generation

Sample size h̃ h ρ m

1995-1997 797 0.518 0.390 0.375 2.04

1992-1994 630 0.492 0.327 0.410 2.25

1989-1991 716 0.493 0.372 0.404 2.24

1986-1988 714 0.447 0.329 0.348 2.13

1983-1985 761 0.397 0.326 0.416 2.70

1980-1982 916 0.397 0.316 0.399 2.59

1977-1979 977 0.388 0.287 0.392 2.58

1974-1976 1008 0.421 0.291 0.393 2.44

1971-1973 1187 0.396 0.218 0.394 2.59

1968-1970 1336 0.364 0.216 0.372 2.61

1965-1967 1409 0.361 0.197 0.373 2.66

1962-1964 1202 0.348 0.189 0.326 2.45

1959-1961 1119 0.333 0.167 0.278 2.28

1956-1958 988 0.333 0.157 0.303 2.45

1953-1955 919 0.330 0.135 0.292 2.46

Table 8: Estimation by birth cohorts. h̃: fraction of high-skilled individuals in the second
generation, h: fraction of high-skilled parents, ρ: correlation in educational attainment between
children and parents, m: mobility ratio. Source: 2018 German Socio-Economic panel, own
calculations.

to the following regression:

ρt = 0.02167 + 2.422073 · ht − 3.877929 · h2t + νt

Figure 9 shows the data points for different birth cohorts and the corresponding quadratic

regression. In addition, it includes predicted values of the correlation coefficient in the restricted

and the unrestricted model. We can see that the unrestricted model with ability transmission

and network effects provides a better fit to the data (R2 = 0.695) compared to the restricted

model R2 = 0.638. This result is driven by the better explanatory power of the unrestricted

model in the tails when the share of high skill parents h is small or large. The intuition for

this effect is the non-linear development of the network effect ΔΦ(c), which was uncovered in

section 3: the marginal gain of high skill families associated with lower uncertainty 1 − ΦH(c)

is increasing steeply in h when h is small, meaning that there are very few high skill families,

but it flattens out and starts decreasing when h is large, meaning that there are many high skill

families. Intuitively, this means that the value of information about the skill premium is large

(small) when there are only a few (many) high skill workers in the market, moreover, this effect

is stronger for high skill families. This network effect implies that the correlation coefficient

increases steeply in h when h is small and starts decreasing faster when h is large compared

to the restricted model with full information. Thus accounting for the quality of information

available to children in different families in addition to the intergenerational transmission of

abilities provides a better fit to the data compared to the model with full information.
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Figure 9: Model fit with and without the network effect

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we develop a theoretical model to study the role of parental networks for the

intergenerational educational mobility. Children observe the skill types and get noisy signals of

wages from the social contacts of their parents. They use this information to form expectations

about the market skill premium, which is otherwise unobservable. The schooling is modeled

as a binary variable, hence children decide to become either high or low skilled based on their

estimated return to schooling, inborn ability and the cost of education. We find that the skill

premium estimated by children in low skill families is more dispersed, indicating higher un-

certainty, compared to the estimates of children in high skill families. This happens if social

networks exhibit skill homophily and high skill parents are a minority in the economy. As a

result, children in low skill families are less likely to obtain higher education compared to chil-

dren in high skill families giving rise to a positive intergenerational schooling correlation. The

correlation is amplified if high skill wages are more dispersed than low skill wages. We view

this mechanism as complementary to the traditional explanations described in the literature on

intergenerational mobility.

Further, the model addresses a conceptual issue that wages of parents and close family

members and friends (strong ties) are typically observed with high precision, whereas wages of

former colleagues and acquaintances (weak ties) are observed with lower precision. In this case

expectation formation of the young generation suffers from the problem of heteroscedasticity. We

prove that the optimal response of the youth to cope with this problem is to assign a higher weight

to the precise observations of parental wages and lower weights to the remaining observations

(weighted least squares), giving rise to the efficient estimates of the return to schooling.

We calibrate the model to match information about wages, social networks and schooling

attainment observed in the German data (SOEP). Depending on the cost of education the new
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mechanism described by our model can contribute up to 15% of the observed intergenerational

correlation coefficient. Based on the calibration we find that the correlation coefficient has low

sensitivity to the degree of uncertainty about the return to schooling and the size of the social

network, but it is very sensitive to the share of high skill parents in the economy and the degree of

skill homophily. The data reveals that there is strong homophily by skill in the German society

but it was stable over the last two decades, thus we direct our attention to the link between the

share of high skill parents/families and the intergenerational correlation coefficient and find that

the inverse U-shape relationship between these two variables predicted by the model is confirmed

by the empirical data.

Finally, we extend the theoretical model and derive a novel decomposition of the intergen-

erational schooling covariance. More precisely, it is decomposed into the ability component, the

network component and their interaction term. We find that the network effect is crowded out

as the ability correlation is getting stronger. This theoretical result may be helpful in explaining

the reason for relatively small network and neighborhood effects reported in a number of recent

empirical studies (e.g. Chetty et al. (2016) and Plug et al. (2018)). Despite this finding, we

show that the model with ability transmission and network effects provides a better fit to the

data in the tails when the share of high skill parents/families is particularly large or small.

7 Appendix

Proof of Proposition 1.

V [wH
i ]

nLH
+ V [wL

i ]
(
s2 +

(1 − s)2

nLL

)
≥ V [wH

i ]
(
s2 +

(1− s)2

nHH

)
+

V [wL
i ]

nHL

which is equivalent to

V [wH
i ]

( 1

nLH
− s2 − (1− s)2

nHH

)
≥ V [wL

i ]
( 1

nHL
− s2 − (1− s)2

nLL

)
After substituting the expressions for nLH , nLH , nHL, nHH :

V [wH
i ]

( 1

ϕh(1− α)
− s2 − (1− s)2

ϕh

)
≥ V [wL

i ]
( 1

ϕ(1− h)(1 − α)
− s2 − (1 − s)2

ϕ(1 − h)

)
which is equivalent to:

V [wH
i ]

h

(
1− (1− s)2(1− α)− ϕs2h(1− α)

)
≥ V [wL

i ]

(1− h)

(
1− (1− s)2(1 − α)− ϕs2(1 − h)(1− α)

)
Thus we have to compare the ratio of weighted variances with the following expression:

V [wH
i ]

V [wL
i ]

(1− h)

h
vs. 1− ϕ(1− α)(1− 2h)s2

1− (1− s)2(1− α)− ϕs2h(1− α)
≡ G(s)

The denominator of G(s) can be rewritten as:

−(1− α)(ϕh + 1)s2 + 2(1− α)s+ α
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which is a quadratic equation in s with one negative root and one positive, the latter is:

s∗ =
1

ϕh+ 1

(
1 +

√
1 +

α(ϕh+ 1)

1− α

)
Thus, function G(s) has a vertical asymptote at s∗, which can be larger or smaller than 1. Next differ-

entiate G(s) with respect to s:

G′(s)
ϕ(1 − α)(1 − 2h)

= −2s[1− (1− s)2(1− α)− ϕs2h(1 − α)]− s2[2(1− s)(1− α)− 2ϕsh(1− α)]

(1− (1− s)2(1− α)− ϕs2h(1− α))2

= − 2s(1− (1 − s)(1− α))

(1− (1− s)2(1 − α)− ϕs2h(1− α))2
< 0

This means the following. For s < s∗, function G(s) starts at a value G(0) = 1, is decreasing for higher

values of s and converges to −∞ when s is converging to s∗ from below. In this range we know that

G(s) ≤ 1, hence any value of the weighted variance ratio (V [wH
i ]/V [wL

i ])((1−h)/h) above 1 would lead to

the fact that the variance of the skill premium ΔL
j is greater than that of ΔH

j . This is the first sufficient

condition. It is the only condition if s∗ > 1.

Next consider s∗ < s < 1, then function G(s) is decreasing from ∞ down to G(1) > 1, thus the

relevant sufficient condition becomes:

V [wH
i ]

V [wL
i ]

(1− h)

h
< G(1) = 1 +

ϕ(1 − α)(1 − 2h)

ϕh(1 − α)− 1

This is a second sufficient condition (by assumption h < 0.5 and nLH = ϕh(1 − α) > 1).

Proof of Lemma 2. The first order derivatives of V [ΔL] and V [ΔH ] with respect to ϕ become:

∂V [ΔL]

∂ϕ
= − V [wH

i ]

ϕ2h(1− α)
− V [wL

i ](1− s)2

ϕ2(1− h)
= − 1

ϕ2

( V [wH
i ]

h(1− α)
+

V [wL
i ](1 − s)2

(1 − h)

)
< 0

∂V [ΔH ]

∂ϕ
= −V [wH

i ](1− s)2

ϕ2h
− V [wL

i ]

ϕ2(1− h)(1− α)
= − 1

ϕ2

(V [wH
i ](1− s)2

h
+

V [wL
i ]

(1− h)(1 − α)

)
< 0

One can also observe that

V [wH
i ]

h(1− α)
+

V [wL
i ](1− s)2

(1− h)
>

V [wH
i ](1− s)2

h
+

V [wL
i ]

(1− h)(1− α)

which is equivalent to

( 1

(1− α)
− (1 − s)2

)(V [wH
i ]

h
− V [wL

i ]

(1 − h)

)
> 0 ⇒ ∂V [ΔL]

∂ϕ
<

∂V [ΔH ]

∂ϕ
.

Next differentiating V [ΔL] and V [ΔH ] with respect to α become:

∂V [ΔL]

∂α
= V [wH

i ]
ϕh

(nLH)2
=

V [wH
i ]

ϕh(1− α)2
> 0

∂V [ΔH ]

∂α
= V [wL

i ]
ϕ(1− h)

(nHL)2
=

V [wL
i ]

ϕ(1 − h)(1− α)2
> 0 ⇒ ∂V [ΔL]

∂α
>

∂V [ΔH ]

∂α
.

Further, differentiating Φk(c) (k = L,H) with respect to ϕ and α, we get:

∂Φi(c)

∂ϕ
=

1

2σi

∂Φi(c)

∂σi

∂V [Δi]

∂ϕ
< 0 and

∂Φi(c)

∂α
=

1

2σi

∂Φi(c)

∂σi

∂V [Δi]

∂α
> 0.
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This means that in both types of families posses more precise information about skill premium and more

children obtain education when the social network of parents exhibit less degree of homophily or the

average size of the network increases. Otherwise, the education gap in both types of families is increasing

when the social network exhibits strong degree of homophily or the average size of network is small.

Proof of Proposition 2. Note that E[ξ] = h and E[η] = h̃. Given Table 1, we can compute covariance of

ξ and η using the fact that cov[ξ, η] = E[ξη]− E[ξ]E[η] where

E[ξη] =
∑

x={0,1}

∑
y={0,1}

xyP (ξ = x, η = y)

= 0× 0× P (ξ = 0, η = 0) + 1× 0× P (ξ = 1, η = 0)

+ 0× 1× P (ξ = 0, η = 1) + 1× 1× P (ξ = 1, η = 1) = hp(1− ΦH(c)).

Then, cov[ξ, η] = hp(1− ΦH(c))− hh̃. Substituting in h̃, we obtain

cov[ξ, η] = h(p(1− ΦH(c)) − p(1− ΦH(c)) + p(1− h)ΔΦ(c)) = (1− h)hpΔΦ(c)

V [ξ] = (1 − h)2h+ (0− h)2(1− h) = (1− h)h(1− h+ h) = (1− h)h

V [η] = (1 − h̃)2h̃+ (0− h̃)2(1− h̃) = (1− h̃)h̃(1− h̃+ h̃) = (1− h̃)h̃

ρ =
(1− h)hpΔΦ(c)√
h(1− h)h̃(1 − h̃)

= pΔΦ(c)

√
(1− h)h

(1− h̃)h̃

Proof of Proposition 3. In order to find a variance minimizing point sk, k = L,H we differentiate V [Δk
j ]

with respect to s:

2sV [wk
i ]−

2(1− s)

nkk
V [wk

i ]−
2(1− s)σ2

εk

nkk
= 0

s(V [wk
i ]n

kk + V [wk
i ] + σ2

εk)− V [wk
i ]− σ2

εk = 0 ⇒ sk =
V [wk

i ] + σ2
εk

nkkV [wk
i ] + V [wk

i ] + σ2
εk

which gives rise to values sL and sH respectively. Note that the variance of Δk
j is minimized for a value of

s which is minimizing the variance of the average wage wkk
j . Next we show that these values of s coincide

with the weighted LS estimator. In the following we suppress the skill index k for the ease of exposition

and use the following notation: E[wkk
j ] = E[wk

i ] = μ and V [wk
i ] = σ2

w. Without loss of generality, let the

wage of the parent be observation 0, and wage observations of social contacts be numbered l = 1..n, so

we get the system of equations:

w0 = μ+ η0, where V [η] = σ2
w

w1 = μ+ η1 + ε1 where V [η1 + ε1] = σ2
w + σ2

ε

...

wn = μ+ ηn + εn where V [ηn + εn] = σ2
w + σ2

ε

These equations show that the wage observation of the parent w1 does not have the noise component of

the error term and is more precise in the sense that V [η0] < V [ηl + εl], l = 1..n indicating the problem

of heteroscedasticity. The best unbisased estimator of μ is then given by the weighted LS estimator

μ̂ = (X ′Ω−1X)−1X ′Ω−1Y , where X is a vector of ones and Y is a vector of wages. The weighting matrix
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Ω and its inverse are given by:

Ω =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

σ2
w 0 · · · 0

0 σ2
w + σ2

ε · · · 0
...

...
...

0 0 · · · σ2
w + σ2

ε

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ → Ω−1 =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

1
σ2
w

0 · · · 0

0 1
σ2
w+σ2

ε
· · · 0

...
...

...

0 0 · · · 1
σ2
w+σ2

ε

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

The WLS estimator μ̂ is then given by:

μ̂ =
( 1

σ2
w

+

n∑
l=1

1

σ2
w + σ2

ε

)−1(w0

σ2
w

+

n∑
l=1

wl

σ2
w + σ2

ε

)

=
σ2
w(σ

2
w + σ2

ε )

σ2
w + σ2

ε + nσ2
w

(w0(σ
2
w + σ2

ε ) + σ2
w

∑n
l=1 wl

σ2
w(σ

2
w + σ2

ε )

)
=

w0(σ
2
ε + σ2

w)

nσ2
w + σ2

ε + σ2
w

+
nσ2

w(
1
n

∑n
l=1 wl)

nσ2
w + σ2

ε + σ2
w

Given our notation (V [wk
i ] = σ2

w, n
kk = n, σ2

εk = σ2
ε ) we can see that the weighted LS estimator implies

a weight on the wage of the parent equal to sk.

Proof of proposition 4.

∂V [ΔL
j ]

∂h
= − (1 + z)V [wH

i ]

ϕ(1− α)h2
− (1 + z)ϕV [wL

i ]

(nLL + 1 + z)2
= (1 + z)

[ ϕV [wL
i ]

(ϕ(1 − h) + 1 + z)2
− V [wH

i ]

ϕ(1 − α)h2

]
= (1 + z)

[ϕ2(1 − α)h2V [wL
i ]− (ϕ(1 − h) + 1 + z)2V [wH

i ]

ϕ(1 − α)h2(ϕ(1 − h) + 1 + z)2

]
< 0

where we use the assumptions that: V [wH
i ]/V [wL

i ] > h/(1 − h) and 0 < h < 0.5. This allows us to use

the following inequalities:

V [wH
i ]

V [wL
i ]

>
h

(1− h)
>

h2

(1− h)2
>

ϕ2(1− α)h2

(ϕ(1 − h) + 1 + z)2
.

This means that the share of children obtaining higher education in low skill families is increasing in h,

that is p(1 − ΦL(c)) because ∂ΦL(c)
∂h = 1

2σL

∂ΦL(c)
∂σL

∂V [ΔL
j ]

∂h < 0. Next we consider children in high skill

families:

∂V [ΔH
j ]

∂h
= − (1 + z)ϕV [wH

i ]

(nHH + 1 + z)2
+

(1 + z)V [wL
i ]

ϕ(1 − α)(1 − h)2

= (1 + z)
[ V [wL

i ]

ϕ(1 − α)(1 − h)2
− ϕV [wH

i ]

(ϕh+ 1 + z)2

]
Let us define h∗ as follows:

ϕ2(1− α)(1 − h∗)2

(ϕh∗ + 1 + z)2
=

V [wL
i ]

V [wH
i ]

⇒ h∗ =
ϕ
√

(1− α)V [wH
i ]− (1 + z)

√
V [wL

i ]

ϕ(
√

(1− α)V [wH
i ] +

√
V [wL

i ])

One can see that h∗ < 0.5 if (1− α)ϕ2/(ϕ+ 2(1 + z))2 < V [wL
i ]/V [wH

i ]. If it holds then:⎧⎨
⎩

∂V [ΔH
j ]

∂h < 0 ⇒ ∂ΦH(c)
∂h < 0 if h ∈ (0, h∗)

∂V [ΔH
j ]

∂h > 0 ⇒ ∂ΦH(c)
∂h > 0 if h ∈ (h∗, 0.5)

This means that the share of children obtaining education in high skill families p(1−ΦH(c)) is decreasing

in h for h ∈ [h∗..0.5] if (1 − α)ϕ2/(ϕ + 2(1 + z))2 < V [wL
i ]/V [wH

i ]. Therefore, the mobility ratio m is

decreasing in h in this range. The effect on the mobility ratio is ambiguous if h < h∗.
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Proof of Lemma 6. In order to reduce the notation let the share of children obtaining education be

denoted by p̄k = pk(1− Φk(c)), k = L,H , so the correlation coefficient ρ can be rewritten as:

ρ = (p̄H − p̄L)

√
h(1− h)

(hp̄H + (1− h)p̄L)(1− hp̄H − (1 − h)p̄L)

Note that ∂ρ/∂pH = (∂ρ/∂p̄H)/(1− ΦH(c)). Differentiating ρ with respect to p̄H gives:

∂ρ

∂p̄H
=

√
h(1− h)

h̄(1− h̄)
− (p̄H − p̄L)

√
h(1− h)

h̄(1− h̄)

(1− 2h̄)

2h̄(1 − h̄)

∂h̄

∂p̄H

=

√
h(1− h)

h̄(1− h̄)

[
1− (p̄H − p̄L)

(1 − 2h̄)h

2h̄(1− h̄)

]

Consider the numerator of the expression in the square bracket, we denote it by F (p̄L):

F (p̄L) = 2h̄(1− h̄)− (p̄H − p̄L)(1− 2h̄)h = 2(hp̄H + (1 − h)p̄L)

− 2(hp̄H + (1− h)p̄L)2 − (p̄H − p̄L)h+ 2(p̄H − p̄L)(hp̄H + (1− h)p̄L)h

= hp̄H + p̄L(2− h− 2hp̄H)− 2(p̄L)2(1 − h)

This shows that F (p̄L) is a parabola in p̄L opening to the bottom. Moreover, F (p̄L = 0) = hp̄H > 0 and

F (p̄L = 1) = h(1 − p̄H) > 0. We know that if a parabola is positive at two points and it is opening to

the bottom, then is must be strictly positive in the interval p̄L ∈ [0..1]. This shows that ∂ρ/∂pH > 0.

Next we know that ∂ρ/∂pL = (∂ρ/∂p̄L)/(1− ΦL(c)). Differentiating ρ w. r. t. p̄L gives:

∂ρ

∂p̄L
= −

√
h(1− h)

h̄(1− h̄)
− (p̄H − p̄L)

√
h(1− h)

h̄(1− h̄)

(1− 2h̄)

2h̄(1− h̄)

∂h̄

∂p̄L

= −
√

h(1− h)

h̄(1− h̄)

[
1− (p̄H − p̄L)

(1− 2h̄)h

2h̄(1− h̄)
+ (p̄H − p̄L)

(1− 2h̄)

2h̄(1− h̄)

]

Thus the numerator of this expression, let it be denoted by H(p̄H), is equal to F (p̄L) augmented with

the term (p̄H − p̄L)(1 − 2h̄), which can be rewritten as:

H(p̄H) = F (p̄L) + (p̄H − p̄L)(1 − 2h̄) = (1− h)p̄L + p̄H(1 + h− 2(1− h)p̄L)− 2(p̄H)2h

Again, this shows that H(p̄H) is a parabola in p̄H opening to the bottom. Moreover, H(p̄H = 0) =

(1−h)p̄L > 0 and H(p̄H = 1) = (1−h)(1− p̄L) > 0. Therefore, function H(p̄H) must be strictly positive

in the interval p̄H ∈ [0..1]. This shows that ∂ρ/∂pL < 0.
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